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Government of India/4RT RHR 
Ministry of Communications/R THATTY 

Department of Posts/3I fà7 
(Mail Motor Service/3Th HlER FaI) 

Olo the Manager, MMS/UGY%, 31% HtEr Ha 
GPO, Campus/tt. gf. 3M. DUH 

Patna -800001/-1-800001 

No. MMS/B-8/C/Ch-V Dated 17/02/2023 

Hoca: 3HiHTI HAT MMS/B-8/C/Ch-V eais 14/09/2019 

fTC 10.02.2023 12.02.2023 3afe à atia aTafaa 23 &F ofuTA ATETT TT FET5 

The following candidates are provisionally selected for appointment to the post of Staff Car Driver 

Ordinany Grade) based on the results in the trade test held during the period from 10.02.2023 to 
12.02.2023 

TH FEIT AR aTT (HTTRUT is), Aut: UR-05, OBC-02, EWs-01, SC-01, ST-01 i 
ESM-01. 

Name of the post: Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade), Category: UR-05, OBC-02, ENS-01, 
SC-01, ST-01 and ESM-01 

Vacancy reserved for Ex-Serviceman (ESM) will be filled up from any category and then be adjusted 
horizontally against respective categories UR/OBC/SC/STIEWS as the case may be depending upon the 
category to which the selected candidate belongs to, that means the vacancy earmarked for Ex-Serviceman 
is included within the total vacancies of 10 (Ten) posts of Staff Car Driver (Ordinary). 

Selected against Merit SI. Name of the candidates 
|No. 

Roll No. Community 

1002480023 UR 
6002040020 UR(ESM) 
2004260038 OBC 
3004650041 SC 
1004830043 UR 
3005190048 SC 
2004230037 OBC 

UR-1 Tejpal Singh 
Prabhu Nath Singh 
Ritesh Kumar 

Arjun C.M. 
Shailesh Kumar 
Bikash Kumar 
Rishi Kumar 
Poojari Mallikarjuna 
Reddy 

UR-2 (ESM) 
UR-3 
UR-4 
UR-5 . 

SC-1 
OBC-1 

6. 

7 
8. 2005160047 OBC OBC-2 
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This selection is provisional and is subject to the verification of geniuses of caste certificate (if 

applicable) will be verified through proper channel. If the verification reveals that claim of the 

candidate belonging to SC/ST/OBC/EWS/ESM (if applicable) is false, his services will be 
terminated forthwith without assigning any further reasons. 

The selecion is subject to the condtion that if it is later on found that any of the selected 
candidate is not eligible to take the Trade Test under the existing rules or instructions on the 
subject or for any reasons or in case of any mistake found with regards to the announcement of 
resut whatsoever may be, the name of the selected candidate will be deleted from the selection 
list 

The selection is also subject to any change in the merit list of the selected candidate which may arise in future due to re-totaling and verification of marks obtained in accordance with the existing rules on the subject 

(T4iT fHET/Shrikant Sinha) 

Tay5/Manager 
da Hea daT/Mail Motor Service 

TEAT/Patna-800001 

Copy to 

1. The DPS (HO), Olo the CPMG, Bihar Circle, Patna for information. 2. AD (Staff), Olo the CPMG, Bihar Circle, Patna for information. 3. AD (Recruitment). Olo the CPMG, Bihar Circle, Patna for coordinate to CEPT Mysore with respect to upload this result on India Post Website. 4. Notice Board. 
5 Office Copy. 
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